The point of having visualization of data is to let others easily understand and correctly interpret the data. However this graph does not provide any of convenience or interpretation of data correctly. This visualization covers every possible "what not to do in visualization" which includes redundancy, not categorized and unclear visualization, and moiré effects. Adding all these, this visualization visualizes nothing but an unorganized chunk of data.
First part is the redundancy of data and visualization. By having 10 different visualization to look for, it does show lots of data but it does not explicitly tell what this visualization represents and how these other graphs should be used to compare; It is neither the total consumption nor productions nor aggregated analysis of data. Having many graphs with history chart might help user to see how certain sections are progressing, but not having an aggregated graph or visualization makes even harder to understand and also I think degenerate the meaning of having history chart. This history charts becomes unusable and redundant. Besides the graphs, numeric numbers follows to give extra information on each graph. If numbers are indicated for each part therefore does not make much of a difference of having a plain data sheet therefore reading the visualization is as time consuming ad reading the data sheet, what is the purpose of visualization?
Second part is the similarity among different data. 10 different graphs in this visualization all cause not only moiré effects but also they look so similar with subtle differences. One will not be able to differentiate sets of data unless one closely inspects each graph. Also these similar patterns are used to represents different sets of data which might help to make connection among sets of data that are unrelated which leads to misinterpretation of data. If due to similarity in patters cause difficulties in reading and reasoning the connection among sets of data therefore causes unintended and incorrect correlation among different kind of data, the visualization of data loses its purposes.
This visualization needs many improvements that might include re-visualization of data. I would exclude the history charts as they do not represent any specific information and do not support the main visualization. Also, i would focus more on what to represent as this graph does not represent anything in particular or does not help the viewer to understand what to look for. Besides what the visualization shows, simpler version of the graphs might be necessary to not to confuse users or let users to misinterpret the data.
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Consumer Reports (The Visual display of quantitative information p174) When data with many entries are visualized to compare with other multiple sets of data, the main focus should be how comparative those visualized data are so that comparison and interpretation could be easily done without having much effort. Therefore, if comparisons among visualized data were not easily carried out, the visualization would be unnecessary. From this point, Consumer Reports has several issues on visualizing the data and be used to compare data in terms of their readability and visibility in comparison.
Whenever questionnaires are used, the key point is to easily see what the answers were. However Consumer Report shows very difficult ways of reading the answers from costumers by having different circles to represent the answers. By representing the scale of answers with dots with different thickness of inner ring, it causes two main problems to the entire representation. One of which is that by having dots with no intuitive connection to the scale of answer such as completely filled circle being "much more than average" and partially filled being "average", one might constantly reminds oneself while trying to read the data which causes inefficiency in interpretation of data. Also the arrangement of having answers in vertical for each model and part that were tested in horizontal make it hard to understand how each interviewee's opinion toward certain model as we need to read horizontal line while following the vertical line. The other problem of visualization derive from the fact that it is hard to read and interpret the data for each car. As individual automobile's interpretation might not be efficiently carried out, it is very difficult to compare any two or more sets of overall data. Even if one is able to read and interpret the comparison, it might take lots of time and effort to actually understand the significance of those comparisons. Adding to the comparison, the fact that the "trouble spots" are listed vertically without any number to keep track, comparison of parts in different model reduces readability even more. One might have to keep their fingers on each part of each model to read and compare the data. If visualizing the data requires extra physical labors in addition to extra effort on reading the data therefore it reduces the efficiency of interpretation, would this visualization require more improvement?
One of improvements i would like the make is the scale of answers. Instead of filled dots, using numeric number (such as 5 bring "much more than average" and 1 being "much worse than average") will bring out clear results. In addition to that, arranging the model on the same line and attaching numeric numbers on each "trouble spots" will help interpret data more efficiently as reading the data will be just staying on the same line and make comparison.
Primary Home Heating Fuel, By Counties of the United States (Envisioning Information p82)
In visualization, color plays a huge role to not only represent the data, but also gives impact on how to interpret the data such as brighter color data might look more important or having a special meaning or same data with different coloring might cause them look differently or two different data be read as the same. Therefore using the right color to represent information is critical especially when data is solely visualized with color and no extra explanation.
There are two things I like about this visualization. One is the efficiency of interpretation and the other is the proper use of color regarding the nature of data. In Primary Home Heating Fuel, By Counties of the United States, the map visualizes the heating fuel by counties with several different colors which each of colors intuitively represents the data itself; I think Red means hot or higher usage whereas green and blue means cold or lower usage. To represent this data, colors were selected in a way that difference in colors is detectable from naked eyes, which gives more efficient interpretation. Along with distinguishable colors, the selection of colors are very intuitive, it coveys the meaning of the data clearer without any redundancy. Therefore, readers are able to see selected part of visualization and retrieve the information within or make comparisons among different part of information (among different areas) as well as interpret aggregated result of the data just by looking at the visualization. If all information can be represented within visualization with less complexity, why not do it?
Even though, Primary Home Heating Fuel, By Counties of the United States utilizes colors well enough to represent data, some improvements might be necessary. Although color does tell what the data means and increase efficiency in interpretation, it might have been better to have explanation or scale of the color. One might properly guess what color red means from the title for the visualization and its intuitive connection to being hot or active, it does not clearly tell. Also since the scale of color was not specified, we would not have a way to see how much two color are different and what it means.
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